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Sculpture and Touch
Contemporary Indonesian Art
Art as Politics explores the intersection of art, identity politics, and
tourism in Sulawesi, Indonesia. Based on long-term ethnographic
research from the 1980s to the present, the book offers a nuanced
portrayal of the Sa’dan Toraja, a predominantly Christian minority
group in the world’s most populous Muslim country. Celebrated in
anthropological and tourism literatures for their spectacular
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traditional houses, sculpted effigies of the dead, and pageantryfilled funeral rituals, the Toraja have entered an era of accelerated
engagement with the global economy marked by on-going struggles
over identity, religion, and social relations. In her engaging account,
Kathleen Adams chronicles how various Toraja individuals and
groups have drawn upon artistically-embellished "traditional"
objects—as well as monumental displays, museums, UNESCO ideas
about "word heritage," and the World Wide Web—to shore up or
realign aspects of a cultural heritage perceived to be under threat.
She also considers how outsiders—be they tourists, art collectors,
members of rival ethnic groups, or government officials—have
appropriated and reframed Toraja art objects for their own purposes.
Her account illustrates how art can serve as a catalyst in identity
politics, especially in the context of tourism and social upheaval.
Ultimately, this insightful work prompts readers to rethink
persistent and pernicious popular assumptions—that tourism
invariably brings a loss of agency to local communities or that
tourist art is a compromised form of expression. Art as Politics
promises to be a favorite with students and scholars of
anthropology, sociology, cultural studies, ethnic relations, art, and
Asian studies.

The Sculpture of India, 3000 B.C.-1300 A.D.
An introduction to the tribal art of the numerous groups of the
Indonesian archipelago, as it evolved from the Dong-son culture of
northern Vietnam and developed as a result of common beliefs in
animism, ancestor worship, and customary law (adat).

Indonesian Primitive Art
Illustrated by more than 400 beatifully photographed materpieces
from one of the world's largest private collections and published in
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a large and sumptuous folio, Indonesian Tribal Sculpture promises
to be one of the most important books ever published on the subject.
The artwork, which was collected by Rodger Dashow of Boston
over a period of 30 years, not only includes many unpublished
pieces but also types that have been rarely seen. The book also
features ground breaking texts including an introduction by Andrew
Gurevich and Robert Walker, the president and chairperson of the
Joseph Campbell Foundation, concerning the continuing relevance
of the work of that seminal philosopher and best selling author in
the field of tribal studies. Bruce W. Caprenter, author and co-author
of more than twenty titles on Indonesian art, history and culture,
provides the main text. Written for the interested layman the book
provides a clear overview of the subject and also discusses the
significance of the recent scientific discovery that Indonesia is home
to some of the oldest art on earth. Every art piece illustrated in the
book is accompanied by descriptive captions and measurements.

Arts and Crafts of Indonesia
The art of metal casting was imported into Indonesia, but its peoples
mastered the secrets of metallurgy, and applied these, in ways often
original and unique, to create their own distinctive civilisation of
the Bronze-Iron Age. In this handbook, which is a sequal to my The
Stone Age of Indo nesia, I have endeavoured to assemble a
comprehensive picture of the Indonesian Bronze-Iron Age from the
results of excavations, innumerable stray finds in museums, and
various studies scattered among numerous scientific journals and
periodicals (often difficult to obtain). The resulting picture can, of
course, be a tentative one only, valid until many more scientific
excavations have taken place. I have added a bibliography, as
complete as it was possible to assemble. The completion of this
summary of the Prehistory of Indonesia has been assisted by a grantin-aid from the Wenner Gren Foundation "The Viking Fund", New
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York. I am grateful to Mr. Basoeki and Mr. Soebokastowo for the
drawings of Figures 1, 11, 12, 13, 22 and 16, 23, 24, 25
respectively. Figures 2-10 and 15 were drawn by the well-known
artist, the late Mas Pirngadie, and are here published for the first
time, with the generous permission of the Board of Directors of the
"Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen",
Djakarta. I am deeply grateful to my brother-in-law, Mr. J. H.
Reiseger of Kempston, Bedfordshire, for so willingly undertaking
the translation of the Dutch text into English.

Contemporary Sculpture and the Critique of Display
Cultures
Charting the turbulent post-Reformasi period in Indonesia from the
fall of Suharto in 1998 to the present, Contemporary Worlds:
Indonesia explores the vibrant and complex art of Australia's closest
neighbour. Showcasing 20 of the most exciting emerging and
established artists from Bali and Java's key artistic centres of
Bandung, Yogyakarta and Jakarta this book explores concepts
ranging from sexuality, gender roles and family to environmental
concerns, the art market, material and form, the everyday object and
how we might listen to and learn from the sounds of Indonesia.
Captivating painting, sculpture, installation, moving image,
photography, textiles, live performance and film reflect the social
and political change negotiated by Indonesia over the past 20 years.
The publication is in English and Bahasa Indonesia.

The revival of sculpture in Indonesia
Ancient Indonesian sculpture, as yet a relatively unexplored area of
research, is discussed in this volume from various angles. The nine
contributions originate from an international symposium at the
Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam.
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Indonesian Anthropology
Although the integration of sculpture in gardens is part of a long
tradition dating back at least to antiquity, the sculptures themselves
are often overlooked, both in the history of art and in the history of
the garden. This collection of essays considers the changing
relationship between sculpture and gardens over the last three
centuries, focusing on four British archetypes: the Georgian
landscape garden, the Victorian urban park, the outdoor spaces of
twentieth-century modernism and the late-twentieth century
sculpture park. Through a series of case studies exploring the
contemporaneous audiences of gardens, the book uncovers the
social, political and gendered messages revealed by sculpture's
placement and suggests that the garden can itself be read as a
sculptural landscape.

Art as Politics
Violence and Serenity
Indonesian Primitive Art
Violence and Serenity
Five Centuries of Indonesian Textiles
This beautiful book contains fascinating text and over 170 unique
photographs of one of the most interesting but least well known
cultures in the Indonesian Archipelago. The traditional art of
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Maluku Tenggara, the Southeast Moluccas, is among the most
sophisticated and expressive in the world. Simple tools were used to
create masterpieces in wood, stone, textiles and precious metals,
while the plaited work and earthenware of these islands are also of
the very highest quality. the colonial period plunged the region into
hopeless isolation. During the harsh rule of the Dutch many
traditional woks of art, especially ancestor statues, were destroyed.
Later, collectors stripped the islands of their masterpieces and the
culture of Maluka Tenggara was forgotten. Forgotten Islands of
Indonesia presents a unique survey of the finest examples of
Southeast Moluccan art. This volume contains many photographs
and descriptions which have never before been published. Set
against the cultural background and supplemented by rare
photographs taken in the field, the material culture of Maluku
Tenggara, which is regarded as one of the most fascinating areas of
Indonesia, is presented here comprehensively for the first time.

Mãrg
A Passion for Indonesian Art
Georg Tilmann was a Jewish banker who left Germany in the early
1930s to settle in the Netherlands where he became a passionate
collector of Indonesian art. Tillmann also made a name for himself
with his publications on the evolution of textile designs, comparing
their motifs and tracing the connections between the various
peoples of Southeast Asia. A Passion Indonesian Art documents
Tillmann's collection, illustrating textiles, sculptures, weaponry,
religious objects, and other artefacts. One of Tillmann's
publications, translated from the Dutch, is also included.

Indonesian Tribal Art
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The Bronze-Iron Age of Indonesia
Explores the metalwork, ceramics, textiles, masks, and puppets of
Indonesia, with photographs and commentary

The Corporate Patron
Examines Indian sculptures in color photographs and detailed
explanations.

Indonesia, the First 50 Years, 1945-1995
This lavishly illustrated book, which includes literally hundreds of
previously unpublished masterpieces of Batak sculpture from the
Delta Collection, will change that forever. This volume is enriched
by insightful information from Achim Sibeth, one of th

Indonesia
Contemporary Worlds Indonesia
Indonesia Magazine
This collection of essays by Indonesian and foreign contributors
offers new and highly original analyses of the mass violence in
Indonesia which began in 1965 and its aftermath. Fifty years on
from one the largest genocides of the twentieth century, they probe
the causes, dynamics and legacies of this violence through the use
of a wide range of sources and different scholarly lenses. Chapter
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12 of this book is available open access under a CC BY 4.0 license
at link.springer.com.

Summary
Unveiling Indonesia
This innovative book poses two, deceptively simple, questions:
what is a sculpture garden, and what happens when you give equal
weight to the main elements of landscape, planting and artwork? Its
wide-ranging frame of reference, including the USA, Europe and
Japan, is brought into focus through Tremenheere Sculpture
Garden, Cornwall, with which the book begins and ends.
Effectively less than 15 years old, and largely the work of one man,
Tremenheere affords an opportunity to examine as work-in-progress
the creation of a new kind of sculpture garden. Including a historical
overview, the book traverses multiple ways of seeing and
experiencing sculpture gardens, culminating in an exploration of
their relevance as 'cultural ecology' in the context of globalisation,
urbanisation and climate change. The thinking here is non-dualist
and broadly aligned with New Materialisms and Material
Feminisms to explore our place as humans in the non-human world
on which we depend. Eminent contributors, including John Dixon
Hunt, George Descombes, Bernard Lassus and David
Leatherbarrow, approach these issues through practices and theories
of landscape architecture; garden and art making; history and
writing; and philosophy. Richly illustrated with over 100 images,
including a colour plate section, the book will primarily appeal to
those engaged in professional or academic research, along with
sculpture garden visitors, who will find new and surprising ways of
experiencing plants and art in natural and urban settings.
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Balinese Painting and Sculpture
Sculpture and the Garden
The mention of Buddhism in Indonesia calls to mind for many
people the Central Javanese monument of Borobudur, one of the
largest Buddhist monuments in the world and the subject of
extensive scholarly scrutiny. The neglect of scholarship on Buddhist
art from later periods might lead one to assume that after the tenth
century Buddhism had been completely eclipsed by the
predominantly Hindu Eastern Javanese dynasties. Yet, as the works
discussed here illustrate, extraordinary Buddhist images were still
being produced as late as the fourteenth century. Violence and
Serenity offers a close examination of some of the impressive works
from East Java and Sumatra and explores their political and
religious roles. The number of clearly identifiable Buddhist works
from the Singasari and Majapahit dynasties (1222–ca. 1520) is
limited, yet existing examples are impressive. They demonstrate a
remarkable level of craftsmanship and are exceptionally expressive,
exhibiting a range of emotions from the ferocious to the serene.
Following a brief discussion of the early history of Buddhism in
Indonesia, Natasha Reichle focuses each chapter on a specific statue
or group of statues and considers the larger issues evoked by the
images. Through a rarely examined depiction of the last Singasari
king, she explores the nature of religion in Java in the late thirteenth
century and what we know about tantric practices and the
syncretism of Hinduism and Buddhism. She reassesses the question
of portraiture in ancient Javanese art while contemplating the
famous Prajñāpāramitā from Singasari. Notions of kingship are
discussed in light of a number of statues depicting the Buddhist
deity Amoghapāśa and his attendants and the meanings of the
Amoghapāśa maṇḍala. The final chapter examines the origins and
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significance of one of Indonesia’s most spectacular sculptures, a
four-meter-high Buddhist bhairava (demon) discovered in West
Sumatra.

Indonesia, a Select Reading Guide in English
Indonesian art entered the global contemporary art world of
independent curators, art fairs, and biennales in the 1990s. By the
mid-2000s, Indonesian works were well-established on the Asian
secondary art market, achieving record-breaking prices at auction
houses in Singapore and Hong Kong. This comprehensive overview
introduces Indonesian contemporary art in a fresh and stimulating
manner, demonstrating how contemporary art breaks from colonial
and post-colonial power structures, and grapples with issues of
identity and nation-building in Indonesia. Across different media, in
performance and installation, it amalgamates ethnic, cultural, and
religious references in its visuals, and confidently brings together
the traditional (batik, woodcut, dance, Javanese shadow puppet
theater) with the contemporary (comics and manga, graffiti,
advertising, pop culture). Spielmann's Contemporary Indonesian Art
surveys the key artists, curators, institutions, and collectors in the
local art scene and looks at the significance of Indonesian art in the
Asian context. Through this book, originally published in German,
Spielmann stakes a claim for the global relevance of Indonesian art.

Library of Congress Subject Headings
This book introduces a new impetus to the discussion of the
relationship between touch and sculpture by setting up a dialogue
between art historians and individuals who are working in
disciplines beyond art history. The collection brings together a
diverse set of approaches, with essays tackling subjects from
prehistoric figurines to the work of contemporary artists, from prePage 10/17
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modern ideas about the physiology of touch to tactile interaction in
the museum, and from the phenomenology of touch in philosophy
to the findings of scientific study.

Thinking the Sculpture Garden
Batak Sculpture
Ancient Indonesian Sculpture
This beautifully photographed book of Balinese Painting and
Sculpture is one of the most stunning collections of its type in the
world. Collections usually grow out of interests, ones that come to
border on obsession. Collecting art from Bali often begins with a
love of the island itself, but can take different directions depending
on the experiences we have there. The Krzysztof Musial Collection
is one clearly based on encounters with the island and its culture,
and from that basis the collector has accumulated works that are
both new and old, representative of the known history of Balinese
art, but also of the most recent developments in the style of Bali.
The older styles of art were focused around areas of power, palaces
and temples. Art was consumed by the competing Balinese kings,
who strove to make their palaces the most beautiful and ornate on
the island. Likewise these many kings, queens, lords and ladies
dressed in the most lavish textiles, from imported Indian cloths to
local home-spun products, many of which were woven in the
palaces. Kings and priests were meant to be practiced in the arts
themselves, and did their own carving and painting, but they also
cultivated and supported great artists and craftsmen so that they
would become their dependents. Most of the sculptors and painters
were men, while women produced beautiful textiles and elaborate
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offerings. Since all Balinese communities are so closely tied to
religious practice, temples are the focus of Balinese spiritual life,
and the most important art should be there, for the gods to
appreciate.

Indonesian Women Artists
The Temple Art of East Java, a study of the temples created in East
Java between the tenth and sixteenth centuries, fills an important
scholarly lacuna. The arts of Central Java, home of the great
Buddhist monument, Borobudur, and Hindu Prambanan, have been
given thorough scholarly attention. The architectural and sculptural
treasures of the East Javanese kingdoms of Kadiri, Singasari, and
Majapahit, are little known in comparison, yet beautiful and
significant in Indonesian history. The author presents the major sites
of these three historical periods, and discusses their architecture and
sculpture. The many narrative reliefs illustrating sacred and secular
literature have been painstakingly identified. The reader is thus able
to follow their stories and understand where, why, and how they fit
into the visual program planned for each temple and their relation to
historical events and the wayang theater. These descriptions are
augmented by extensive site summaries. Superb color photography
supports the text throughout and is a major contribution in itself.
The book contains a wealth of information that is not available all
together in any other publication. Not only are the descriptions of
the monuments valuable but the author identifies numerous
sculptures in collections around the world that were once associated
with the East Javanese temples discussed. The attempted
reconstruction of sculptural programs at the sites is extremely
important. To understand an ancient Javanese stone sculpture,
knowledge of its original cultural context is required rather than its
current location on a stand in some museum. Today, with the
number of fakes appearing on the art market, such associations are
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invaluable for dating and authenticating stone sculpture said to
come from unidentified East Javanese sites. The Temple Art of East
Java is a welcome and significant addition not only to Javanese
studies but also to architecture, art history, comparative religion,
Buddhist, Hindu, and Southeast Asian studies generally.

Forgotten Islands of Indonesia
This is more than just a handy Indonesian phrasebook, with
additional information on the culture and also tips to be easily
accepted by local Indonesians. Includes video links in the book for
enhanced learning. Any seasonal traveler to Indonesia will tell you
that having the ability to speak the Indonesian language and
knowing its culture will make a huge difference in a person’s travel
experience in Indonesia, be it on a business trip or a leisure holiday
visit. Knowing the very essentials of the language will get you
around easily, accomplishing daily activities, from relating to the
people, travelling from point to point, paying for the right product at
the right price, checking-in and out of hotels, dinning-in and getting
much more out of your visit. That is the reason for this book which
is designed for all travelers to Indonesia. The focus here is not only
on effective communication, but also on simple grammar
understanding, proper sentence construction, generating the right
word for the right context, cultural exposure, and even tips to get
the Indonesians to accept and embrace you better. It is organized to
be easy, simple, concise, comprehensive and useful and yet not
information dumping. Throughout the learning process, knowledge
learnt will be accumulative, so you get to acquire the necessary
skills to speak the language better and more effective with every
chapter of learning. Every chapter has a good mix of theory and
practical, and contain common phrases that can be used
immediately. Learners can immediately start to speak and
communicate with the locals without having to first complete
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learning the whole book. Learn Indonesian Language Phrase Book
covers: 1.Hundreds of useful Indonesian words and phrases 2.200
most common words in Indonesian 3.100 most common verbs,
adjectives and nouns 4.Arranged by topic and situation for easy use
and reference 5.Grammar and pronunciation guide 6.Cultural
exposure and tips to be easily accepted by locals 7.Complete guide
to the affixation system with clear explanation 8.Make learning
simple, easy and fun with selected video clips 9.Material is arranged
in a step-by-step manner. 10.Books are compact (in size) but
comprehensive (in information) 11.Instructions are easy to follow
and understand 12.Books can be used for self-improving or in a
class learning environment 13.Good mixture of theory and practical
14.With the learning system of Language Made Easy Series,
learners will learn the most important part of the language in a
systematical manner, so they can apply the knowledge almost
immediately

Archaeological News
Including many rare and antique examples, this luxurious volume
introduces readers to the intoxicating and complex beauty of
Indonesian cloth. Since the 1970s Mary Hunt Kahlenberg has been
building her collection of exquisite ceremonial garments and sacred
textiles from throughout Indonesia's chain of tropical islands.
Dating from the past five centuries and brought together here for the
first time in book form, these woven and batiked hangings,
ceremonial mats, jackets, shawls, and head cloths form a stunning
array that will draw the attention of anyone with a love of art, fine
craftsmanship, and design. Large, elegantly presented photographs
show the textiles in incredible closeup detail and full expanse,
making it possible to appreciate their technical brillance and rich
colors as well as the dazzling assortment of intricate patterns and
motifs. Including essays by leading anthropologists and art
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historians, this book brings readers into a world ruled by the belief
that weavings communicate with and transform those who come
into contact with them.

Indonesia
This book provides the first comprehensive study of feminisms and
contemporary arts in Indonesia. While Indonesian contemporary
arts are currently on the rise in the global art scene, no in-depth
study has been done on the works of Indonesian women artists and
the feminist strategies they employ when operating within the
Indonesian art world. Focusing on Arahmaiani, Titarubi, and IGAK
Murniasih amongst others, this pioneering work uses feminist
reading to analyse the works of Indonesian women artists
historically and today. It also illuminates the sociocultural and
political contexts in which the artists worked and a nuanced
understanding of local feminisms in Indonesia. These artists achieve
this in feminist terms by orienting their works towards the
production of positive images of the female body, expression of
female desire, and adherence to certain universal principles such as
erotic appeal and inclusiveness in attempting to formulate or convey
a conceptual ideal.

The Indonesian Genocide of 1965
In this book, Dan Adler addresses recent tendencies in
contemporary art toward assemblage sculpture and how these works
incorporate tainted materials – often things left on the side of the
road, according to the logic and progress of the capitalist machine –
and combine them in ways that allow each element to retain a
degree of empirical specificity. Adler develops a range of aesthetic
models through which these practices can be understood to function
critically. Each chapter focuses on a single exhibition: Isa
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Genzken’s "OIL" (German Pavilion, Venice Biennale, 2007),
Geoffrey Farmer’s midcareer survey (Musée d’art contemporain,
Montréal, 2008), Rachel Harrison’s "Consider the Lobster" (CCS
Bard Hessel Museum of Art, 2009), and Liz Magor’s "The Mouth
and Other Storage Facilities" (Henry Art Gallery, Seattle, 2008).

Learn Indonesian language Phrase Book
Feminisms and contemporary art in Indonesia
Indonesia Circle
Worshiping Siva and Buddha
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